Location
Hotel Kilkenny is located only an hour and a half
from Dublin and centrally located in the heart of
Leinster, ensuring we are an ideal venue for conferencing in Ireland. Hotel Kilkenny is located on
the City’s main ring road and is easily accessible
from all major routes.

YOUR SPACE

events=exhibitions=conferences=launches=seminars

Hotel Kilkenny, College Road, Kilkenny
t: 056 776 2000 f: 056 776 5984
e: success@hotelkilkenny.ie w: www.hotelkilkenny.ie

its your conference. let us help you make it a success

at hotel kilkenny, State of the art facilities
including fully refurbished, ‘high flexible’
event, exhibition and meeting room space
provide superb options to our corporate
customers, this coupled with our excellent
reputation on delivering exceptional results
underpin our ability to make your event an
outstanding success.

first impressions are key wow your clients by choosing hotel kilkenny

Facilities

Unwind

The philosophy of the Hotel Kilkenny is to ‘never

Hotel Kilkenny has 138 spacious bedrooms rang-

compromise on quality’. This means that the

ing from standard to brand new luxurious deluxe

business traveler will receive first class customer

rooms all equipped with free internet access and

service alongside a fabulous setting.

flat screen TV’s.

The hotel’s state of the art facilities include fully

The chic ‘Pure’ bar offers a list of specialty drinks

refurbished event, exhibition and meeting rooms,

carefully selected from all around the world

which provide flexible options to corporate

including a vanilla liquor made from an ancient

customers. Hotel Kilkenny is capable of catering

Aztec recipe and a beautiful Japanese whiskey,

for anything between 4 and 750 delegates.

while the elegantly designed restaurant ‘Taste

The majority of our conference facilities have
state of the art remote controlled audio visual

Italy’ offers a truly authentic rustic Italian
dining experience.

equipment including DVD’s, video, microphones,

Delegates can enjoy Hotel Kilkenny’s wonderful

LCD’s projectors, LCD screens, surround sound

Health and Fitness Club with 20m pool, Olympic

systems, TVs, wireless and LAN internet access.

gym, sauna, and Jacuzzi or enjoy a luxurious
treatment at the onsite beauty lodge.

AFTER THE CONFERENCE ENJOY THE MANY FACILITIES OF HOTEL KILKENNY

